
Cat Cardboard House Tree Tower Condo Scratcher Pet Post Pad Mat
Furniture

RRP: $194.95

If you have a cat, you know that cardboard boxes are their favourite place

to be. The minute a package arrives at your door, they're ready to hop

right in after you unpack the merchandise inside. With this cardboard cat

condo from Randy & Travis Machinery, your cat can have a whole

cardboard hideaway to keep him busy for hours, waiting behind the door

for the next bird to appear at your window. No worries about the

environmental impact of this kitty penthouse. Its cardboard walls are

crafted from all-natural, sustainable material – compressed for extra

strength.

Whether your cat prefers to lounge around on the roof or hiding in wait for

a mouse to happen by on the first floor, she'll have a sturdy, lightweight

spot to chill out. Multiple scratchboards let her sharpen her claws in style.

With these scratchboards, she'll never have to use your furniture as her

nail sharpener. An adorable cat face-shaped entrance door makes sure

everyone knows just whose home this is. Pamper your kitty with a house

of her own. Order your cat condo today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Recycled, corrugated, and compressed cardboard
Colour: Brown
Dimensions: 67.5 x 67.5 x 67.5 cm (L x W x H)
11 mm added thickness and rigid poles for strength
Easy to assemble
Lightweight and portable with a solid base
Sustainable, sturdy, and non-toxic construction
Large enough to accommodate multiple cats – or even small dogs
Multiple scratchboards give cats a place to sharpen their claws
Store in a dry area away from a heat source – do not rinse or wash
it
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